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1

A. Sara wants to match these sentences with the pictures. Please help her. (one sentence is extra)

1. Hydropower can be produced by using running water.

2. We should appreciate elders.

3. The new light bulbs consume less electricity.

4. In this page of dictionary, there are 14 entries.

5. He is hard of hearing so he cannot hear what you said.

1 B. Fill in the blank with the appropriate word. (one word is extra).

(respect- share- hug- introduction- unconditionally)

6. My brother doesn’t .…. his cell phone with me. He believes it’s a personal device.

7. Parents love their children ……. and they try to help their children all the time.

8. Students show their ………….. for the teacher by not talking.

9. If you want to know what is that novel about, read its ……………… first.

1 C. Kimia wants to match definition with the words and make some flash cards. Please help her.

(one word is extra).

10. tell somebody that something is good     . A.  arrange

11. a book in which you record your thoughts or feelings. B. diary

12. have something inside C. generation

13. to put things in a neat, attractive or useful order D. contain

E. recommend
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1 D. Choose the best answer.

14. You shouldn’t ……… all the fossil fuels and save some of them for the next generation.

a. look up b. use up c. figure out d. jump into

15. The first Persian dictionary was  ……. around 1000 years ago.

a. combined b. founded                 c. compiled               d. belonged

16. If you study more ……………. , you will pass the exam easily .

a. effectively                 b. accidentally              c. responsibly                d. peacefully

17. Do you know what does SMS ………………? Short massage service.

a. defines                b. involves                   c. stands for              d. compares with

1.25 E. Choose the best answer.

18. I …… to Paris to participate in a course but I couldn’t take part because of that bad accident.

a. sent b. was sent c. had sent d. has sent

19. Local people have made no pollution in this area, ……………..?

a. did they b. didn’t they             c. have they            d. haven’t they

20. If the earth got warmer, some endangered animals ……………..  .

a. would extinct b. will extinct c. have extinct         d. had extinct

21. This medicine ……………. to help the patients who have pysical problems.

a. can used          b. can be used           c. had been used             d. had used

22. The film ………….. when we ……………. the cinema. We were late.

a. had started/ arrived              b. had started/ had arrived

c. started/ had arrived               d. started/ arrived

0.75 F. Fill in the blanks using appropriate relative pronouns: (Who- Whom- Which)

I live in a house(2٣) …………is in Emamat Street. Yesterday, a man came to our house. The

man(٢۴) ………I met wants to buy our house. We talked to our father about that man. My

father believes the man (٢۵)……….. wants to buy our house is not honest.
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2 G. Complete the following text with the correct form of the word.
Mother: You aren’t ok today,(2۶) ………………….?

Sara: Actually, I have terrible headache.

mother: I see. If you didn’t play that game for a long time again, you (2٧)…………(be)ok now.

Sara: Yeah. But I couldn’t sleep because of the neighbours’ loud music sound. Something
(2٨)……….. (do)to reduce these sounds.

mother: I think, the walls of this house (2٩)……… (make) concrete which isn’t good enough.

Sara: Your right. We should use something to make it soundproof.

2
H. Read this conversation between Milad and his brother Hesam and fill in the blank with
using ( or- but- so- and).

Milad: I’m hungry, (3٠)……………there is no food in the kitchen.

Hesam: Let’s go to a restaurant. We can take a taxi, (3١)……… go by bus.

Milad: I don’t feel well, (3٢)………..lets take a taxi.

Hesam: We can go to the restaurant(3٣).….. eat a healthy food there to help you feel better.

Hesam: Ok, Let’s go.

2 I. Arrange the given sentences and put them in correct place in the table below.

- Thus, Every sentence in a strong paragragraph is about the same topic.

-A paragraph is a group of about 6-12 sentences about one topic.

- All the sentences explain the writer’s main idea about that topic.

-When the writer wants to write about a new main idea, he/she begins a new paragraph.

Topic sentence (34)

Supporting sentence (35)

Supporting sentence (36)

Concluding sentence (37)
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4 J. Answer the questions and write a paragraph having topic sentence , supporting sentences,

and concluding sentence about “ Using solar energy” by using the answers.

38. Should fossil fuels be saved for our children? Can electricity be generated from sun? How

does a solar panel work?

Reading

K. Read the following text and answer the questions.

Knowing what information you can get from dictionaries and how to use it is one of important

skills that every English language learner should know. A dictionary, sometimes known as

a wordbook, is a collection of words in one or more specific languages, often

arranged alphabetically, which may include information on definitions,

usage, etymologies, pronunciations, translation, etc. or a book of words in one language with

their equivalents in another, sometimes known as a lexicon.

To be a good dictionary user it is not enough to know what to use the dictionary for. You must

also decide which is the best dictionary for any of the purposes that you have. As well as this,

you need to be able to find what you are looking for quickly; you need to be sure that you have

found what you were looking for; and, most importantly, you need to know when to use your

dictionary.

If you look up every new word you see, you will spend your whole day with the dictionary in

your hand. You have to be clever and choose the right words to check and the right time to do

it. When you find a new word while reading, finish the sentence (better: the paragraph). If you

haven’t guessed the meaning and it still seems important, then you can look it up. To avoid

interrupting your reading for too long, you should find its meaning in your own language using

a bilingual dictionary.
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3

A: Choose the correct answer.

39. What does the word “include” in line four mean?

a. distinguish                     b. contain                   c. share                      d. dedicate

40. Which one of these information you cannot find in a dictionary?

a. grammar                        b. etymologies c. pronunciations d. translation

41. According to this reading text all of these points are important in using dictionary EXCEPT?

a. finding what you are looking for quickly

b. being sure that you have found what you were looking for

c. knowing when to use your dictionary

d. Checking the word’s etymology and history

42. What does the word “it” in line fifteen refer to?

a. the word               b. the dictionary                 c. the time               d. the reading

B: Answer the questions in short sentences.

43. How are words in a dictionary arranged?

44. What is lexicon?

45. What should the learners do when they find a new word while reading a text?

L. Read the following text and answer the questions.

Learning from the past will help our generation and future ones to grow and be better. That

could mean we’re enriched by family or historical traditions that we pass onto our children.

Perhaps we might find ourselves able to avoid major problems because we know how a similar

situation becomes known and understood years ago. We can follow our elders’ way and make

better choices, so as not to repeat history.
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involved in our world and make them feel respected and heard. In the end, we’ll only end up

with a mutual appreciation for one another, which is an emotion humankind can always use

more of.

A: Choose the correct answer.

46. Which sentence is correct according to the text above?

a. We couldn’t avoid the problems by using the elder’s advice.

b. We shouldn’t follow elders’ way and make better choices.

c. We can use our heritages to avoid major problems.

d. Whatever elders say is the best choice.

47. What does the word “generation” in line 1 mean?

a. All the people of about the same age within a society.

b. Something that is inherited from earlier ones.

c. A group of people who lived many years ago.

d. The adults or rather old people

B: Answer the following questions.

48. How can we get developed and solve our problems?

49. According to paragraph 2, what should we do to respect our elders?

24 Good luckصفحھ آخر 
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Answer key
Vocabulary
A:
1. C               2. B                    3. A                        4. D                               5. is extra one
B.
6. share                                  7. Unconditionally                    8. Respect 9. introduction
C:
10. E                      11. B                         12.d                           13. A
D:
14. b                      15. C               16. A                17. C
E:
18.b                         19. C              20. A 21. B           22. A
F:
23. which              24. Whom                25. Who
G:
26. are you?               27. Would be             28. Should be done               29. Is made
H:
30. but                       31. Or                  32. So 33. And
I:
34. A paragraph is a group of about 6-12 sentences about one topic.
35. All the sentences explain the writer’s main idea about that topic
36. When the writer wants to write about a new main idea, he/she begins a new paragraph
37. Thus, Every sentence in a strong paragragraph is about the same topic.
J:

رعایت اصول پاراگراف نویسی و نوشتن جمالت :موارد زیر لحاظ شود. ٣٨ topic, supporting , concluding و استفاده از جواب
.سواالت داده شده
K:
39. b                   40. A 41. D                     42. A
43. They are often arranged alphabetically .
44. It is a book of words in one language with their equivalents in another, sometimes known as a lexicon.
45. When you find a new word while reading, finish the sentence (better: the paragraph). If you haven’t
guessed the meaning and it still seems important, then you can look it up.

L:
46. c                 47. A
48. We can follow our elders’ way and make better choices, so as not to repeat history.

49. It’s up to us to keep them involved in our world and make them feel respected and heard.


